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Design of Refrigerati�n Plants using Low Temperature Brine for Industrial 

Process Applications 

OBJECTIVE 

A typical requirement of minus 5°C brine processing plant for chemical/dyestuff 
industry will be covered during the workshop. starting from proper selection of 
brine, calculations of refrigeration capacity, selection of refrigerant, selection of 
compressor, whether reciprocating or screw, selection of condenser , whether 
shell and tube or evaporative. then selection of chiller whether flooded or D-X or 
PHE type will be discussed. The advantages and disadvantages for arriving at 
particular design and type of each component will be covered. The good piping 
practices and safety requirements for the application being coved will be 
discussed. A design of plant of approx. 80 Ton capacity will be worked out in the 
workshop together with the participants. The objective of the workshop is the 
application engineers attending the workshop should be able to design and 
select components for low temperature brine chilling plant from basics and able 
to satisfy customer expectations in totality. 

INTERACTION WITH CONSUL TANT/CLIENT 

1. It is essential to get familiarized with the process part before taking up
such design assignment. Many times this becomes difficult because the
process being proprietary, the owners are reluctant to divulge details or
access to process information.

2. The process people consider refrigeration merely as service or utility of
the same nature as steam, cooling water or compressed air and when a
steam valve is opened, steam becomes available instantly in whatever
quantities required; they expect similar response from refrigeration
system. It is known to refrigeration system designers that refrigeration
utility is different than any other utilities and its operation and performance
is closely linked to process system behaviour. The refrigeration plant once
started requires some time to reach design operating parameters and to
stabilize. This needs to be discussed and time required to reach such
condition should be jointly agreed upon.

3. Because refrigeration is considered as service, process designers spend
very little time to correctly specify temperature level requirements, load
patterns, initial cool down period, flow requirements, type of primary or
secondary fluids compatible with process requirements and equipments,
the allowable down time and routine as well as preventive maintenance
requirements etc.

4. While indicating system loads, process engineers overlook heat gains in
piping, pumping energy, peak loads and batch production requirements as
well as off cycle requirements.
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Many customers are not aware of refrigeration terminology as Tons of 
refrigeration and only specify flow rates and temperature at which the fluid needs 
to be supplied to offset process heat loads. 

Based on this let us assume that a plant is to be designed for 50m
3
/hr flow rate 

using brine at minus 5°C as basic parameters on which we are going to build the 
refrigeration plant design . 

SELECTION OF BRINE 

Having received basic information, the first step is to select the fluid which is 
appropriate for the duty. 

It is obvious that water cannot be used for this requirement since water can be 
used in shell and tube chillers safely up to +5°C temperatures although some 
applications using PHE or open vertical chillers can produce water up to 1.5°C. 

It is therefore necessary to select a solution which has lower freezing point than 
operating levels. Such solutions are known as secondary coolants or Brines. The 
solution should be such that it can transfer heat without changing state. 

In most of the cases the process engineers indicate which brine is preferred to 
meet process heat exchangers requirements. 

We shall however assume that selection of brine is now left to the refrigeration 
system designer. In that case we need to go into the thermo physical properties 
of various fluids which can be considered as likely choices. 

Brine selection: The selection is based upon a consideration of the following 
factors. 

1. Freezing point- The brine must be suitable for the lowest operating
temperature.

2. Application; with open system, the possibility of product contamination by
the brine should be checked.

3. Safety: Toxicity and flammability of brine
4. Thermal performance: Viscosity, specific gravity, specific heat and thermal

conductivity must be checked for operating conditions.
5. Material compatibility: Piping, Vessels, and other equipment material

require a stable and relatively corrosion free brine.
6. Cost: The initial charge and make-up required are factors determine the

cost aspect.

The secondary coolant selected should also have following characteristics. 

1. Low density
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16. Power distribution panel housing starters, switch fuse unit, ammeters,
voltmeters, etc.

17. One lot instruments and controls
18. One lot refrigeration piping, valves and fittings
19. one lot brine
20. 1 lot insulation for chiller, surge drum, piping , brine tanks , pumps and

brine piping

21 . 1 lot electrical wiring 

22. First charge of Ammonia refrigerant and lubricating oil

We have now completed preliminary design of brine chilling plant. 

Ramesh Paranjpey 2-11-09
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